
CE Training Workshops rates a 5.0 star! 
 

Brenda Ward 
Excellent conference! Material presented was comprehensive and timely to include consideration of changes in the 
clinical environment in this time of global pandemic. Group activities were instructive, providing an opportunity to learn.  
 

 

Randy Wall 
The training on Ethical considerations in supervision and consultation was excellent. The presenter was knowledgeable 
and encouraged group participation online. I would recommend this class and company highly. 
 
 

 

Lillian Modak 
I wanted to recommend CE training webinars. The whole process was easy, affordable and high-quality training. It doesn't 
get easier or better than this. 
 
 

 

Esther Dixon 
I had the opportunity to attend 2 seminars today with Lorna and Shannon which were very informative on how to 
effectively work with various types of clients along with ethical issues while working with those clients.  
 

 

Jeffrey Miller 
The folks facilitating this webinar were very professional, knowledgeable of the topic, and presented the information in 
such a way that allowed me to effectively learn. The three hours flew by and were full of information I can use right now! 
 

 

Renee Bell 
I have attended several of these workshops and found them to be affordable, informative, and very useful in my daily 
practice. I would recommend these workshops to everyone and anyone who needs CE's and/or just refresher courses. 
 

 

Porsh P 
I started as a facilitator after attending one of CE Training Workshops live workshops. It has been such a great experience 
to be new to the team. Lorna was clear, helpful, and very patient in helping me prepare for my first training. As a previous 
participant at a training earlier this year I am honored that I get to be amongst such great facilitators! 
 

 

Linda Hammock 
This was a convenient, stimulating training for a very reasonable price! I will use CE Training Workshops again. 
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Barbara Mark 
This was my first experience with CE Training workshops which I viewed online for both Ethics and HIV training credits. I 
was very impressed with how organized and informed the moderator was as well as the clarity of the information.  
 

 

Nivedita Roy 
The content of the webinar " Supervision Essentials for the Practice of Competency Based Supervision," provided 
excellent framework for the foundation of this critical Supervisor-Supervisee relationship and the robust breakout sessions 
encouraged great discussion points from seasoned Clinicians. I learnt a lot and will look forward to my next webinar with 
CE Training Works! 
 

 

Chantal Hayes 
Excellent presenter. Learned a lot about Cluster B personality disorders. Thank you! 
 

 

Mysha Wynn 
This training was interactive and exceeded my expectations. The facilitator was knowledgeable and provided excellent 
examples of the topic addressed. 
I would recommend this and other trainings offered by CE Training Workshops. 
 

 

Becky Georgi 
Please take time to review the comprehensive training options offered through CE. I am pleased with my experience with 
different trainers. 
 

 

Toni Cochis 
I have enjoyed the trainings that I have attended. Wide variety of topics that not only help you with your professional 
growth but also helps you to focus on taking care of yourself. 
 

 

Margaret Kirschner 
Great CE training workshop. Opportunity for me to learn new information, hear from others, ask questions and view a few 
videos to clarify the topics and integrate the subtlety. 
 

 

Charlotte Moss 
I have taken many CEUs from several companies. I do enjoy each styIe; however, I have now taken a couple of these 
classes. I would say these classes offer a much more in-depth understanding because it is live, and the 
speakers/lecturers are so knowledgeable. I highly recommend this education company. It is an amazing platform. 
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Jon Sadler 
An excellent review of the various types of drugs and the perspective of the people who depend on them. 
 

 

Delane Hoppes 
Excellent presentation on MAT and Harm Reduction. The presenter is engaging and the material is current and helpful. I 
highly recommend these trainings. 
 

 

Starlight Counseling 
I did a clinical supervision CEU. The format and breakout sessions really helped me to learn and connect with others. 
Glad to be the newest super fan. 
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